mercy community church
Advent & Christmas
Devotional

Getting Started

In our community, we practice an ancient style of prayer and Bible
study called Lectio Divina. Through this practice, we read the Scriptures multiple times together when we study. The first time through,
we notice what word stands out to us. The second time through,
we attend to what phrase strikes us, and the third time, we ask ourselves what God might be calling us to do. For this Advent season, we
have compiled a number of Lectio-style reflections to share with you,
taken from the lectionary passages for the Sundays of the season.
We suggest you begin your daily devotion with a short prayer, simply
and honestly asking God to speak to you for the day. Then read the text
for the day before reading the reflection. Allow the reflection itself to
serve as a voice from the wider community, as you prayerfully consider
what God is saying to you. The prayer at the end of each reflection could
be used to call to mind God’s presence with you throughout the day.
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1st Week of Advent
Lectionary Readings
Isaiah 64:1-9

Psalm 80:1-7, 17-19
1 Corinthians 1:3-9
Mark 13:24-37
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First Sunday of Advent
Isaiah 64:1-9

Reflection—v.1, ‘Oh, that you would tear open the heavens...’
Advent is about longing: about being present—right here, right now—and yet still
yearning with all of our being for the presence of God to be so immediately and
tangibly with us that we are overwhelmed and consumed. It is a longing of lover
for beloved. To our stunned surprise and ecstatic exhilaration, God also longs for
us. In fact, our deep longing for God is but the answer of our own anxious heart
to the even deeper longing of God for us. Augustine is right: ‘our hearts are restless until they rest in [God].’ That longing which can only be satisfied in God’s
embrace helps make sense of the deep restlessness and profound anxiety we
experience as we cast about, constantly in search of the one for whom we long
with our whole being. Isaiah’s voice is raised up along with ours this first week of
Advent, giving sharp and dramatic language to the angst of our heart’s longing.
Advent is where these twin longings, intertwined between us and God, between
lover and beloved, may at last meet.
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Prayer Oh, Beloved, the heart that is made for you, tears itself apart with desperate longing; tear open the heavens, my Beloved, and come to me!

First Monday of Advent
Isaiah 64:1-9

Reflection—v.1, ‘...the mountains would quake at your presence’
Sometimes I think we want Advent to be ‘Hollywood’—big and loud and full of
drama and spectacle. Maybe in a way, we figure it has to be in order to compete
with all the flash and glitz of the winter holiday season. We are not alone in
this, as Isaiah’s vision of God’s Big Entrance shows. Though not without drama,
Advent is more hidden, more intimate--just plain smaller in every way--than we
would have it. It’s more indie film than Summer blockbuster, you could say. Sure,
there may be choirs of angels singing, but they serenade poor shepherds after
everyone else has gone to sleep. There may be a guiding star, but only a few
wise strangers think it worth following. The Savior of the world may be born,
but he is just one homeless child among many, and we have no room for him
anyhow. Advent is a child growing in a mother’s womb—awe-inspiring, yes, but
in a more personal, less earth-shattering way (even if it is the virgin birth). Let us
be open—not for the kind of Advent we think we want but for the kind we need.
Prayer God of great love in small things, let me welcome you in the way you
choose to come to us.
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First Tuesday of Advent
Isaiah 64:1-9

Reflection—v.2, ‘...make your name known to your adversaries...’
Not only do we want God’s Advent among us to be spectacular, but we also want
God to come and to deal with our enemies. The desire for justice is another deep
longing of the human heart and joins itself with our longing for God. Feeling
far from God and lost in the chaos of all that is wrong, we yearn for everything
to be set right, just as it should be, once and for all. But it is surely part of our
brokenness, that we turn the authentic desire for justice into something outside
ourselves and against others—pointing fingers, at the least, and guns, far too
often, at those we judge guilty. We demonize and scapegoat and accuse, all the
while defending ourselves. In this way, our longing for God and for justice becomes twisted and bent toward our own benefit and the harm of our neighbor.
But Isaiah calls us to look not just at our ‘adversaries,’ but also at ourselves. We
must take into account that we participate, willingly and deeply, in the evil from
which we would have the world delivered: ‘We have all become like one who is
unclean, and all our righteous deeds are like a filthy cloth’ (v.6).
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Prayer God of justice, have mercy on us, for all we like sheep have strayed.

First Wednesday of Advent
Isaiah 64:1-9 and Psalm 80:1-7, 17-19

Reflection—Psalm 80:2, ‘...come to save us!’
The recognition that evil is not a problem so simple as to be solved by pointing
the finger at someone else leads us into the more open and gracious space of
realizing that we ourselves hurt and harm, seeking our own and not the good of
another--no matter how much we might like to justify ourselves. This brings our
longing for God and for justice yet deeper. In a word, we long for God to save
us. And like Isaiah, we may come to see ‘us’ in broader terms that now include
our old enemies: ‘we are the clay, and you are the potter; we are all the work of
your hand’ (Is. 64:8). We even ask God to ‘consider’ what we have discovered:
‘we are all your people’ (Is. 64:9). When this happens, our longing for God most
closely reflects God’s longing for us. The universe then thrums with the reverberation of a close and beautiful harmony. It is the harmony at the heart of the
Great Commandment, binding love of God, love of neighbor, and love of self into
a seamless whole.
Prayer Come, oh God, and save us, all of us, for we are one family, though divided and torn; come, oh, come, dear Advent of peace.
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First Thursday of Advent
Mark 13:24-37

Reflection—v.30, ‘...until these things have come to pass.’
When we speak of Advent, there are three ways in which we must keep watch
for God’s coming. First, Advent is the liturgical season that leads us to Christmas. Naturally, then, we tend to focus on that first Advent: Christ’s coming
among us, born of a virgin, nailed upon a cross. But Advent also calls us, especially in the readings of these first weeks, to keep a watchful eye upon what we
often call the Second Coming, for our faith declares with great hope, ‘he will
come again.’ But we would be wrong to close off God’s coming to us into times,
whether past or future, that are marked off a little too neatly from our present.
The truth is, God comes to us everyday and in all things. This may be the most
important sense of Advent for us, what we at Mercy call God’s ‘always Advent.’
This is the one, that like Jesus’ contemporaries, so often catches us off guard
and unprepared. Might it be that ‘these things come to pass’ for us, even now?
Prayer Oh, God of our hope and longing, God of wondrous Advent, help me to
be open to all the ways you come to us, even in this very moment.
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First Friday of Advent
Mark 13:24-37

Reflection—v.30, ‘This generation will not pass away...’
We tend to read Jesus’ last parables and his teaching here, sometimes called
the ‘Little Apocalypse,’ as referring rather obviously to what we call the Second
Coming. While there is something to learn about his coming again here, I am
convinced Jesus is speaking directly to his contemporaries--about that first Advent. After all, ‘this generation,’ he says, ‘will not pass away until these things
have come to pass.’ Surely, those who were most self-consciously religious and
who had, by their fidelity to their faith assured themselves they were awaiting the kingdom of God, would be surprised that, in fact, they missed it. For
God did not ‘tear open the heavens’ and send his enemies running, as they-and we--imagine. God comes instead in a poor prophet, leading a movement
of outcasts and the poor, sitting at a welcome table that turns no one aside,
proclaiming forgiveness for all rather than vengeance for enemies. Could we be
too confident in our own preconceptions to see his coming?
Prayer Oh Jesus, you come to us, almost quietly--yes, tenderly--healing the sick
and feeding the hungry ones; let me not miss your merciful coming to me now.
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First Saturday of Advent
Mark 13:24-37

Reflection—v.37, ‘Watch!’
Is it possible for us, just as it was possible in Jesus’ day, to miss his coming? Of
course, it is. But Jesus gives us a way to make sure we are ready to welcome him.
He commands us, simply, to ‘watch.’ Notice how the command is repeated in Jesus’ discourse, adding an unmistakable emphasis, as if Jesus were saying, ‘Watch!
Watch! Watch!’—just to get our attention. But Jesus is not talking about our
physical eyes alone. He is reminding us not to disconnect what we see around
us from the eyes of our heart. Later, Jesus uses the same language of watching
as his friends sleep while he prays. The Gospel seems to be telling us that the
way to watch is to pray. Understood this way, prayer becomes an invitation to
attentiveness, to contemplation; ‘contemplate’ means, after all, to see. Mother
Teresa said, ‘Seeing the face of God in everything, everyone, everywhere, all the
time and seeing his hand in every happening is contemplation.’ When we learn
to see this way, we will be open for the many ways God comes to save us—even if
God comes as a poor child or the revolution we want begins with a mustard seed.
Prayer Oh God, may the eyes of my heart prayerfully watch for your coming.
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2nd Week of Advent
Lectionary Readings
Isaiah 40:1-11

Psalm 85:1-2, 8-13
2 Peter 3:8-15a
Mark 1:1-8
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Second Sunday of Advent
Mark 1: 1-8

Reflection—v.4, ‘...calling for people to be baptized...’
For a long time I have wondered why Jewish folks like those to whom John was
preaching might seek out baptism—a concept I understood to be completely
Christian. But the idea of baptism—literally ‘immersion’—was not a new concept for Jewish believers. Ritual baths, or mikvehs, were a distinct Jewish purification practice in which a person could be fully immersed in natural spring or
rain water to become physically and spiritually cleansed. Mikva’ots, the physical
installation in which these baths took place, could be found in the basements,
in the immediate area of the Temple Mount, and at the Bethesda and Siloam
Pools (to the north and south of the Temple mount, these pools would have met
the needs of thousands of pilgrims and disabled folks who could not enter the
Temple). Construction of a mikva’ot was so important in ancient times that it
would take precedence over the construction of a synagogue.
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Prayer
God of baptismal waters, give me eyes to see that your grace is always present,
even in unexpected places.

Second Monday of Advent
Mark 1:1-8

Reflection—v. 4, ‘John was in the wilderness...’
Despite the ease with which mikvehs were available in the city, John lived and
baptized in the wilderness. Throughout the Bible, God has lead God’s people
into the wilderness to remind them how to live as God’s people. Here again, they
find themselves without the comforts of home and outside established temple
systems and social structures, turning their hearts and lives toward God’s mercy.
At Mercy, we frequently talk about how the streets of Atlanta are like the wilderness—there is something truly humbling and disorienting about not having walls
to divide, hide, or protect. On the streets, everyone is vulnerable, and new rules
define who is in charge. In such displacement, it becomes very obvious very
quickly where you place your trust.
Prayer
God, help me to place my trust in you, to see the beauty of dislocation and freedom from system-made comforts.
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Second Tuesday of Advent
Mark 1:1-8

Reflection—v.4, ‘...changing their hearts and lives...’
I love the translation of the Greek word ‘metanoia,’ traditionally rendered as ‘repentance,’ found in the Common English Bible: ‘changing their hearts and lives.’
The idea of repentance always fell a little flat for me because it was a term I only
encountered in church. Changing my heart and life when I mess up, however,
gives me something with which to work. It is a description that helps me to
consider what an authentic response might actually look like. If I change my behavior, but begrudgingly or because someone else thinks I should, and therefore
I do not change my heart, as well, then the change will be in vain and will soon
fade. If I change my heart, but not my life, inevitably I will remain unhappy with
my life and feel perpetually guilty. When I realize, however, that how I have been
perceiving the world or that how I have been acting is not resulting in what I had
hoped for (that I no longer want to yell, or prioritize things before housing, or
numb myself to my feelings, for example), then I must make a change.
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Prayer This Advent, I give myself into your hands, oh Lord, that my heart and life
may be changed, little by little, step by step, until all is love.

Second Wednesday of Advent
Mark 1:1-8

Reflection—v. 4, ‘...wanted God to forgive their sins...’
Oftentimes we are our own biggest barrier to growth and transformation. We
get so down on ourselves for who we are or what we have done that we do not
believe that we are even worthy of forgiveness. Maybe we hold on to past fallouts, indignant about our part. Or maybe we try to earn forgiveness with our
own goodness and become distraught when we fall short of our vision of perfect.
Sometimes, when we are unwilling to change our actions or we believe that we
have not changed our actions enough, we even shift the blame to God. We say
things like, ‘God does not really forgive’ or ‘God tests us’ or ‘God must be teaching me a lesson.’ No matter what we do, if we do not believe that God can and
will forgive our sins and that in our deepest hearts we desire that forgiveness, we
will never experience the grace that can be freely ours.
Prayer
Oh, God, help me not to be so full of myself that I try to earn what cannot be
bought. I trust that you want to forgive me as much as I want and need to be
forgiven by you. Thank you for this grace that is freely mine.
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Second Thursday of Advent
Mark 1:1-8

Reflection—v.5, ‘...confessing their sins...’
I think confessing our sins is more difficult than we really give it credit. Can we
really keep track of all the ways we offend God? You might even wonder why
God seems to offend so easily, anyway. In the church where I grew up, typical
of Presbyterians, we read a pre-scripted confession together, followed by fifteen
seconds or so for personal, silent confession. Don’t get me wrong: I love so much
of the sign and symbol of this act. But I also wonder if we have allowed ourselves
enough space to really get to the heart of the matter. Confessing something
to myself is hard enough; I might have been thinking for a couple of months
that it was time to make a change. But saying it out loud brings tears to my
eyes. Real confession takes hard, gutsy work--requiring us to go inward and
examine our hearts. Despite its difficulties, confession really does do us good.
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Prayer
Oh, Lord, hear my confession--in the silence of my heart and before my sisters
and brothers, even before those whom I have wronged. Guide me into the
depths of my heart, where I fear to tread but might, if led by your love.

Second Friday of Advent
Mark 1:1-8

Reflection—v.19, ‘I baptize you with water, but he will baptize you
with the Holy Spirit...’
Rituals like mikveh or baptism are important and help to engender our faith.
Rituals are for broken folk like us who need concrete, visible signs--not for God.
We do not need to have water poured upon our heads because God will not love
us until God sees it: we need the sign--the indelible reminder of who we are and
what we have been called to do. The reality is that our rituals, however, were
not enough. Thanks be to God that God sends us reserves. God gifts us with the
Holy Spirit to help us do the work of love, mercy, and kindness that God requires.
God continues to call us beloved. God promises that even when we get downhearted doing God’s work, the Holy Spirit will continue doing God’s work and will
invite us in to help again and again.
Prayer
God, thank you for the tangible signs our hearts need in order to trust, and thank
you for your presence with us that fulfills every sign-marked promise.
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Second Saturday of Advent
Luke 1:26-38

Reflection—v.37, ‘...there is nothing God cannot do.’
When Gabriel announces to Mary the birth of her son, he also encourages her
with news of God’s mercy to her cousin, Elizabeth. It was common knowledge
and widely accepted that Elizabeth could not bear a child. She was called ‘barren,’ unfruitful. In a sense, her reproductive system could be viewed as dead.
She lived in public disgrace, under the derogatory labels people placed on her.
We sometimes have labels thrust on us, too, for whatever reason. Sometimes it
can appear to others, and even ourselves if we are honest, that recovery is not
possible. But God took what was ‘dead’ in Elizabeth and infused it with life--a
real, breathing human being. It was a miracle, a kind of resurrection. God can
and will do the same for us. He will infuse us with life and vitality. He will make
us healthy again. With God, whatever is lost in our lives can be restored, whatever is dead can be resurrected. Mary said simply, trustingly, ‘I am the Lord’s
servant.’ Like her, we will see there is nothing God cannot do, if we also entrust
ourselves to him.
Prayer Lord, I am your servant; I trust there is nothing you cannot do for me.
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3rd Week of Advent
Readings
Isaiah 61:1-4, 8-11
Psalm 126:1-6

1 Thessalonians 5:16-24
John 1:6-8, 19-28
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Third Sunday of Advent
Luke 1:46b-55

Reflection— v. 48 ‘...upon the lowliness of his servant.’
Advent is the time when we sing with Mary. It is the time of Magnificat, of reversal and rejoicing. We are saved by God’s encounter with us, by God’s coming to be present, face to face. Mary is the exemplar of this encounter: ‘he has
looked with favor upon the lowliness of his servant’ (v. 48). ‘Lowliness’ is not an
expression of Mary’s interior humility, though without doubt, in this too she is an
exemplar. Lowliness here, as it often is elsewhere in Scripture, is a description
of her life situation--hence, the older rendering, ‘lowly estate.’ Mary was a poor
woman, living a hard life of survival in a poor and forgotten village of a poor and
occupied territory held by an aggressive and triumphalistic empire. God is not
looking only on her heart but on her plight.
Prayer
Oh, God of Mary, teach me to sing--for you have looked upon our lowliness, our
poverty, our humiliation--and salvation is there, in the wondrous glory of your
face.
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Third Monday of Advent
Luke 1:46b-55

Reflection—v.50 ‘...his mercy is... from generation to generation.’
When we sing Mary’s song, we do not sing alone. We join the song of God’s
people and let their story become our own. Not only so but God also comes to
us amid the twists and turns of our own history. We become part of God’s story,
and God—in his wondrous humility—becomes part of our story. The Magnificat
captures this best in its affirmation of God’s mercy. Mercy is the characteristic
shape of God’s freedom; mercy is the way God interacts with us, in all ways, big
and small. Mary understood what God was doing with her was the outworking
of God’s mercy in keeping the ‘promise he made to our ancestors, to Abraham
and to his descendants forever’ (v. 55). Abraham and Sarah’s song of praise becomes Mary’s song of praise--and her song becomes our own. The same impossibility-doing, promise-keeping God who regards all of creation in the light of his
mercy, is inviting us into the story even now. Such mercy is for ‘those who fear
him, from generation to generation’ (v. 50).
Prayer God of Mercy, I join my song with Mary, and with all your people, in
praise of your wondrous and saving love, both now and for all eternity.
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Third Tuesday of Advent
Luke 1:46b-55

Reflection—v.53, ‘He has filled the hungry with good things...’
Mary’s song is about reversal and rejoicing—or in a world gone topsy-turvy
through greed and violence, God’s action of setting things right again. Famously, the powerful are brought down and the lowly—like Mary and the poor—are
lifted up. Likewise, the hungry are satisfied with good things and the rich are
sent away with empty hands (vv. 52-53). In all this, Mary rejoices. It is the poetic
expression of a prophetic vision: an oppressed people’s hope for liberation and
God’s will for saving justice. As we shall see, however, this is the kind of reversal
that leaves no one out—if we choose to come along. There are those whose
trust in their own riches will leave them empty-handed, like the fool who sought
to build bigger barns rather than account for his soul. And there will be those
who are dethroned, but like Zacchaeus, always with an invitation to ‘come down’
from their lofty perch and dine with Jesus. To sing Mary’s song with her is to
come down and join in the generosity of God’s banquet, where all are welcome.
Prayer God of welcome banquet, I rejoice that you call us to come down from
thrones in order to sit around your table.
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Third Wednesday of Advent
Psalm 126

Reflection—v.5, ‘those who sow in tears reap with shouts of joy’
Psalm 126 rings with the themes of reversal and rejoicing we see in the Magnificat. In an unexpected reversal of fortunes, homeless Israel is suddenly called
to return home. Such impossible news was ‘like a dream’ (v. 1). But ‘then our
mouths were filled with laughter and our tongues with shouts of joy’ (v. 2). Such
joy, born from the experience of God’s saving activity, leads to an expression of
an even more profound, and subversive, faith: sorrow itself can now be seen as
a preamble to joy. Because God has acted decisively in their favor, the exiles are
able to look back on their experience of suffering, now radically re-contextualized
by the reality of salvation. Their understanding doesn’t become triumphalistic;
it respects their former experience of pain, even to its utter, seemingly inescapable depths. But it also holds tension with their new, quite unexpected, reality
of liberating reversal: ‘those who sow in tears reap with shouts of joy’ (v. 5). In
Advent, like the exiles—like Mary—we sow, even if with tears, knowing that God
is able to enter into our story and turn it for joy.
Prayer God our Savior, may all our sowing in tears be reaped with shouts of joy.
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Third Thursday of Advent
Isaiah 61:1-4, 8-11

Reflection—v. 4, ‘They shall build up the ancient ruins...’
Isaiah also takes up the theme of exiles coming back home. He reminds us that
we must begin to build homes again among the ruins of what has been destroyed. As God’s people, we are called to be ‘builders’ and ‘repairers’ and the
ones who ‘raise up’ what has been torn down. Downtown, next door to the largest shelter for those of us who live on the street, church groups come to share
food in an old, abandoned lot. It’s not an empty parking lot, but a crumbling
foundation and broken concrete, the remains of some long-ago fallen building.
The city’s ‘Ambassadors’ (a euphemistic name, if ever there was one) make sure
to show up to discourage the practice, handing out cards that read, ‘This is not a
long-term solution.’ No, of course, it isn’t. But it is the necessary place we must
begin. As Catholic Worker Peter Maurin teaches, borrowing a phrase from oldtime union organizers, we must ‘build a new world in the shell of the old.’ We
start in the ruins, and we share what we have. Then we experience the Advent
of Christ, the one born in a stable because in those days there was no room in the
official places for holy family either.

23 Prayer God of home for all, I give my hands to build a new world in these ruins.

Third Friday of Advent
1 Thessalonians 5:16-24

Reflection—v. 17, ‘…pray without ceasing...’
Paul’s brief words capture the practices of the heart that open us to God’s ‘always
Advent’ among us. Paul begins by instructing his hearers to ‘rejoice always’—to
never stop singing with Mary the wonders of the God who saves. He concludes
with the exhortation to ‘give thanks in all circumstances.’ Though the Magnificat
does not always rise easily to our lips, we cultivate a heart that regards life with
thankfulness because God is coming—and may yet be present in ways we cannot discern, even in the darkness. Between these two commands is a another
that holds them together: ‘Pray without ceasing.’ At first, it might seem this is a
puzzle with a missing piece: how can I pray and never stop? It isn’t, however, a
problem to be solved; it is an invitation to make prayer part of everything. Paul
understands that rejoicing and thanksgiving must be imbued with the contemplative spirit of prayer that informs and transforms our hearts. Prayer helps us
see our way to rejoice when there is no joy and to give thanks in every circumstance, even the most difficult--because God is with us always, even if darkly.
Prayer Oh my God, may my prayer ever rise to you: come, Lord, come.
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Third Saturday of Advent
1 Thessalonians 5:16-24

Reflection—v.23, ‘...sanctify you entirely…’
How is it possible to find the hope--the courage, even--to rejoice and give thanks
despite desperate experiences? Unceasing prayer reminds us that the will of
God, despite shifting circumstance, also never changes. And therein lies our
hope. Paul is to the point: ‘May the God of peace himself sanctify you entirely’ (v.
23). The Hebrew sense of ‘peace,’ which Paul, though writing in Greek is surely
drawing upon, is wholeness—integral, all-the-parts-fit-together wholeness. God
is the God who saves us—in order to make us whole again. In Bible study, a
woman in our community facing a time of challenge declared, ‘God wants me to
live!’ Yes! God wants all of us to live, to be well, to be whole. Paul’s benediction
to his readers, and to us as well, is that the God who wills this is going to fulfill
it—entirely and completely. There is a symmetry to the phrase, and it could be
rendered, ‘May the God of wholeness make you completely whole.’ What promise and hope Paul gives us this Advent season and beyond.
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Prayer God of peace, help me to find the courage to keep trusting, even in the
face of trials, that your will for me is and ever shall be life and wholeness.

4th Week of Advent
Lectionary Readings

2 Samuel 7:1-11, 16

Psalm 89:1-4, 19-26
Romans 16:25-27
Luke 1:26-38
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Fourth Sunday of Advent
Luke 1: 26-38

Reflection—v.26, ‘God sent the angel Gabriel...’
I love that this angel, unlike so many others in Scripture, has a name. Often we
get to experience God’s gifts to us without ever giving credit to the bearer of
good news. A dear friend of mine keeps a journal/blog of where she experiences
God’s grace in her life. Her experiences are chock-full of the names of angels who
remind her of her belovedness and places where she sees joy and delight seep
into our world. Even on the darkest of days, God’s grace breaks through, though
it takes a discerning heart to see and understand it. May we be hospitable to
the angels in our midst, shining like light or perhaps just smiling like a friend,
who point us in the right direction. Their appearance may be socially awkward
at times, but like Mary, they play an important role in giving birth to God’s good
work in us.
Prayer
God of angels, help me to welcome all your angels, every messenger that heralds
your word for me, that I may discern your grace, even on the darkest of days.
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Fourth Monday of Advent
Luke 1: 26-38

Reflection—v. 28, ‘...he said, “Rejoice, favored one! The Lord is
with you!” She was confused by these words...’
Confusion might be a rather polite description of my reaction if a stranger came
up to me and called out, ‘Favored one!’ Nor can I claim it would be the first
phrase I would use to describe my defining characteristics when talking to others—not even in an ice-breaker game. To be honest, I have not put much stock in
such designations as ‘favored one’ in the past. It is not a form of address which
had much meaning for my life, even in church. As I have sought to find significance in words like these, however, it has allowed me to stop seeking meaning
and approval outside of myself. The emotions and whims of others are exhausting! I wonder how our world might look different if we saw ourselves and others
as ‘favored.’
Prayer
Lord, you favor us as dear children; help me to rejoice in your favor and to honor
my sisters and brothers as those upon whom your favor rests, too.
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Fourth Tuesday of Advent
Luke 1: 26-38

Reflection—v.31, ‘Look! You will conceive and give birth to a son
and you will name him Jesus.’
Mary’s call was one which required a lifetime worth of love and nurture. It was a
call that would keep her up at night, require patience, force her to become more
flexible, realize that some things are out of her control, allow others to help her,
and watch her heart walk around outside of herself. Like Mary, God’s call to us,
should we choose to accept it, will require a lifetime of daily effort. It is not work
just to be done on Sundays or outside the office. It is our life. It seeps into our
daily rhythms and has to be taken into consideration in all of our choices. May
heaven help us.
Prayer
God of Mary, teach me to soften my stubborn will beneath your tender training;
like Mary, may I grow ever more flexible, ever more open, to your demanding
but liberating call.
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Christmas Vigil
Lectionary Readings
Isaiah 9:2-7

Psalm 96:1-13
Titus 2:11-14

Luke 2:1-14 (15-20)
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Christmas Vigil
Luke 2:1-20

Reflection—v.8, ‘...nearby, shepherds were living in the fields...’
With the exception of three years, I have always gone to church with my family
on Christmas Eve. I get to do my hair and consider wearing heels. We look at
the huge, stunning, and tastefully decorated tree, hung with chrismons, and lift
our candles high as we sing Silent Night. To be perfectly honest, I love it. I leave
Atlanta--and the streets--to be there. But I cannot help but feel a tug that Christmas should be different than just keeping traditions for tradition-sake. After all,
the angel’s announcement of prophecy fulfilled did not take place in the Temple
but in the fields to those who worked into the wee hours of the night, living outside. The angels sang to those who were labeled unclean and worked on the Sabbath and despised by their more well-off neighbors as little more than ‘liars and
thieves.’ As much as tradition comforts me, I cannot help but think I am missing
out on being where Christ himself chooses to dwell.
Prayer God of shepherds keeping watch in the night, lead my heart to long for
the place where you choose to dwell with us.
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Christmas Day
Lectionary Readings
Isaiah 62:6-12
Psalm 97:1-12
Titus 3:4-7
Luke 2:(1-7) 8-20
— and—

Isaiah 52:7-10
Psalm 98:1-9
Hebrews 1:1-4 (5-12)
John 1:1-14
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Christmas Day
Luke 2:1-20

Reflection—v. 7, ‘She gave birth to her firstborn child, a son...’
When I was a little girl, my best friend used to tell her birth story. She would start
by saying, ‘It was a dark and stormy night, and I was zooming in!’ I always took it
as a joke. But there may have been some truth in the story that ‘Zoomer,’ as she
was affectionately called by her father, used to recite. Birth stories usually start
before any of us is born, but they also offer a glimpse of the life set before us, a
foreshadowing of what is to come: she kicked so hard, I knew she’d be an athlete;
we tried for so long, this will be the most loved person to ever live; his mother
died in the process, and he has her eyes; each of her six siblings got to choose a
name for her; her mother was alone. Jesus’ narrative is surprisingly simple: born
in a barn, visited by poor strangers. Perhaps then it is not so surprising how his
life will unfold.
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Prayer
Jesus, our Savior, on this day in which we celebrate your birth, let me not wrap
my praise in tinsel and glitter, forgotten for another year, but open my heart
anew to welcome you in the outcast and the stranger.

Friday — 2nd Day of Christmas
Luke 2:1-20

Reflection—v.15, ‘Let us go now...’
Does this not seem a bit reckless to anyone else? What about the sheep?!?!
I suppose that’s the thing about truly welcoming the Christ into our world—it
shifts our priorities and therefore even our very rhythms of life. For some of
us, this might mean that we have evening prayer instead of watching endless
amounts of television, or participating during prayer time at church and waiting
to wash-up until afterward, or stopping listening to music with degrading lyrics,
or spending a Friday night with a sick friend—or any number of things we didn’t
even know we were missing out on until we try them. The shepherds left behind
their very livelihood; where do you hear God inviting you to go?
Prayer
Oh God, you call us to go where your salvation is found, and to leave behind everything else; give us courage to follow your gracious invitation to life, wherever
it may lead.
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Saturday — 3rd Day of Christmas
Luke 2: 1-20

Reflection—v.9-10, ‘they were terrified. But the angel said to
them, “Do not be afraid...”’
Changing priorities and life-rhythms is terrifying. The way our brain works is that
it tends to focus on the worst case scenario when change is imminent. At Mercy,
when we first shifted from hanging out with very little structured programming
to having a more scheduled day, I thought it would be the death of me—too
many things to organize, too much prayer to lead, too little time to stick to the
new plan and break up fights. It never crossed my mind that we would become
more peaceful and loving. And yet we did! It was uncomfortable at first—some
did not like the change, we had to adjust to new teaching schedules, we had to
get accustomed to new ways of using our space—but it was worth it. I wish I had
been reminded, like the shepherds, ‘Do not be afraid!’
Prayer
God of glad tidings, help me to hear your gentle voice, coming like an angel to my
anxious heart, speaking softly and true: do not be afraid.
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1st Week after
Christmas Lectionary
Readings
Isaiah 61:10-62:3
Psalm 148:1-14
Galatians 4:4-7
Luke 2:22-40
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Sunday — 4th Day of Christmas
Luke 2:22-40

Reflection—v. 22, ‘...according to the Law of Moses...’
It has always amazed me that Mary and Joseph take the infant Jesus to the Jerusalem Temple to be dedicated. Just think about it: this is the same Temple that
Jesus will enter as a grown man, driving out money-lenders like so many demons.
Yet Mary and Joseph bring their eight-day old son to the Temple for purification.
The one we confess as pure and sinless is brought into that ‘den of thieves’--as
the grown-up Jesus will later call it. But I think I see here an example of God’s
mysterious way, so unlike our own self-seeking. Here is God’s unfathomable
humility and patient way of saving us. God our Liberator is willing to come as
a poor one into the very systems that his liberation will one day so thoroughly
overturn. God chooses to work in our history, messy and confused as it is. This
is God’s surprising and gracious way.
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Prayer
Christ, our Liberator, you do not leave us alone, even in systems that have strayed
far from your righteousness and love. Help me to enter into the messiness of our
world and humbly carry you there, as did Mary and Joseph.

Monday — 5th Day of Christmas
Luke 2:22-40

Reflection—v.24, ‘a pair of turtledoves and two young pigeons’
We must never forget that the Holy Family—Jesus, Mary, and Joseph—were
poor. Forced to shelter in the crude ‘cat-hole’ of a stable, Mary gave birth among
the dirt and smells of live-stock. This we know, even if we do not always take it
fully to heart. Then, as Luke tells it, Mary and Joseph came eight days later to
dedicate their newborn amid the imposing structures of the Jerusalem Temple.
All they had to give was the offering of the poor: ‘a pair of turtle doves or two
young pigeons.’ The Holy Family is in every way a poor, homeless family, with nowhere to go and no resources at their disposal, cast to the winds by the caprice
of a policy made by those with more wealth and power than them. We must not
forget their poverty—that God, in becoming one of us, also became poor—because we must never forget the holiness of all families. We must not forget the
sacredness of all children and women and men who have nowhere to go and too
few resources, coming in and out of our indifferent institutions, perhaps sleeping
in their shadows, invisible and unseen.
Prayer Christ, all families--all people--are holy; help me see everyone as sacred.
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Tuesday — 6th Day of Christmas
Luke 2:22-40

Reflection— v.34, ‘...a sign that will be opposed...’
When Mary and Joseph bring Jesus into the Temple, he is blessed by Simeon.
The blessing contains an unexpected reversal, not unlike what we encounter in
the Magnificat and the Beatitudes. The child is a ‘sign that will be opposed’ and
one ‘destined for the falling and rising of many’ (v. 34). This is one of the most
mysterious truths about the way God saves us. We long for salvation, and yet
when it comes, we resist. Our plight is so hopelessly desperate that the powers we need saving from are not only the ones outside of us, but those inside,
as well. Our inner thoughts—like the thoughts of the proud scattered by God’s
mighty arm in the Magnificat—are revealed as God comes to us in the guise of a
poor child, a radical prophet, a friend of sinners, a lover of enemies, a crucified
savior. This is not the salvation we want, and we push back against it violently.
But it is the salvation we need. Notice Simeon’s playful language. First, the sign
causes us to fall—to fall upon our illusions and self-delusions, our false selves and
our hustles. But we fall only so that we may rise with him whom we have crucified. We are ransomed, redeemed, reborn. This is the promise of Christmas.

39 Prayer Oh God, in your mercy, save us by the sign we most resist--your cross.

Wednesday — 7th Day of Christmas
Luke 2:22-40

Reflection—v.35 ‘...a sword will pierce your own soul too.’
Simeon’s words to Mary are one of the reasons so many of us find in her a sure
companion and trustworthy guide as we seek to follow Jesus. We can identify
with the Sorrowful Mother, who despite her faithfulness, will suffer with her Son.
With salvation comes suffering—and not just by Christ on our behalf. We are also
invited to participate with him, to join our pain with his own. For me, this has
been a liberating lesson, even if it may sound strange in our comfort-at-any-cost
culture. Some years back, while studying a Scripture on the theme of suffering,
I suggested our community focus on the fact that suffering is a reality we must
face rather than on trying to explain why. In order to get to recovery, we will suffer along the way. In fact, one way to understand addiction is an attempt by any
means and at all costs to avoid suffering. Having let go of my need to have an
answer, I have instead accepted this fact. With Mary, we have a woman whose
most extraordinary fiat was not before Gabriel at the Annunciation but here,
before Simeon. Mary again says ‘yes’ to God’s call, even in the face of sorrows.
Prayer Oh God of Mary, help me to keep saying ‘yes,’ even if suffering awaits me.
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Thursday — 8th Day of Christmas
Luke 2:22-40

Reflection— v.25 ‘...and the Holy Spirit rested on him.’
It is a simple reflection, but being too proud to admit we even need help, it is one
we really dislike. Thankfully, God saves us anyway, whether we like the way he
does it or not. And here’s the truth: the most common way we encounter the
Spirit of God is as he comes to us in the heart of another person who helps us.
Help is found in what Pope Francis likes to call ‘encounter’ (in the Spanish, encuentro, a meeting of the two, a coming together). We have noted in the Psalms
and in Mary’s Song that it is through encounter that God comes to saves us, as
God’s face turns toward us. Those who truly help us, whether we have known
them our whole lives or they are complete strangers to us, do so because there
is a meeting, a coming together, a mutual seeing, in which help is found. This
is why we must never reduce our need for help—or our desire to offer help, for
that matter—to a mere transaction, a trade of services. There is no salvation in
that. Help happens in the relationship between people, because this is the place
where the Holy Spirit lives most fully and truly.
Prayer Holy Spirit, my heart is open to all who, like Simeon, come to help me.
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Friday — 9th Day of Christmas
Luke 2:22-40

Reflection— v.26, ‘Guided by the Spirit, Simeon came...’
If saving help comes out of encounter between persons, then the one who helps
others must also be open to encounter God. God meets us, invites us to encounter, engages us face-to-face--just as we are called to do in relationship with one
another. For all God’s transcendent power, Christmas reveals that God’s mighty
power is also personal. Simeon is an example of one who was open to God’s
‘always Advent.’ The one on whom the Spirit rests is also guided by the Spirit.
Simeon had been ‘looking forward to the consolation’ of God’s suffering people.
He was himself ‘just and devout’ (v. 25). In short, his own longing for God’s coming—and the faithful actions that gave body to that longing—are exactly the dispositions to which Advent and Christmas call us. Having treasured deep within
himself the promise of an encounter with the Lord’s Messiah, Simeon did in fact
see him and take him in his arms, the one carried by the poor strangers in the
Temple, and he blessed them.
Prayer Lord, let me see your Messiah, and let my body give witness to my hope.
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Saturday — 10th Day of Christmas
Isaiah 61:10-62:3

Reflection— v.1, ‘...until her vindication shines out...’
We sing a song at Mercy, a song of longing, that proclaims, ‘Until righteousness
rolls like a river, until justice comes in a rising tide, until this city becomes a praise
for you, I will not be satisfied.’ In this longing, God’s heart and ours become one.
Like a flourishing harvest, Isaiah knows God will ‘cause righteousness… to spring
up before the nations’ (v. 11). There is no ‘if’ or ‘maybe’ in this conviction. God
will do this. Still it is not yet that we see it, and so this same, confident heart refuses to ‘keep silent’ or to ‘rest’ until God’s people, languishing in homelessness,
violence, and under oppressive rule, are vindicated and saved. With the same
sure hope—hope in the God who saves, the God of Mary’s Song and Jesus’ Victory—we must refuse to silence our Advent longing, even as the liturgical season
passes for another year. We must make lively that hope, working with strong
hands and open heart, with loosened tongue and ready feet, to welcome the
always Advent of God in our midst.
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Prayer God of our salvation, I will not keep silent--in praise or prayer or protest-until your righteousness comes as a rising tide in the streets of this city.

2nd Week after
Christmas Lectionary
Readings
Jeremiah 31:7-14
Psalm 147:12-20

Ephesians 1:3-14
John 1:1-18
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Sunday — 11th Day of Christmas
John 1:1-18

Reflection—v. 1, ‘In the beginning...’
Master of storytelling and theological reflection, John wastes no time in weaving
together the story of Jesus with that of all the Scriptures. God has been in the
business of creation since the beginning of time; Jesus continues that tradition
with a new spin. God is not finished with the work he has begun and does not
sit to the side, idly watching the universe hum along. God is active and in the
thick of it—in the midst of darkness to shed light, in the midst of rejection to offer inclusion, and in the midst of our mistakes to offer grace. God knows what
we need for the very reason that God has been here, in the flesh. In these few,
short lines, John helps us to see God in a full and complete way. Our God is one
of creation—and re-creation.
Prayer
God of creation, you never stop working, always with us from the beginning. You
are light in our darkness, welcome in the face of rejection, grace amid sin. Help
me to see, like John, your loving work in all things.
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Monday — 12th Day of Christmas
John 1:1-18

Reflection—v.3, ‘...all things were made through him...’
John does not confine the story of God’s coming to a manger, but neither does
he rip Jesus from our messy history. He gives us both, and challenges his readers to stand faithfully in the tension between them. God hovers as Word over
primordial creation--there in the beginning, making all things--and dwells among
us in real flesh, coming to us in Jesus. In this great prologue-poem, God who
is Word and who brings all things into being also wills to be held in our speech
and in our silence--our words of faith or denial, the silence of praise or remorse.
Even more, as the Gospel unfolds, he will stand on trial--and be condemned to
death--with those who are silenced. God lives in our confession and weeps at
our rejection, but even death--real, terrible, complete--cannot destroy the Word
who gives life to every living thing by the power of boundless love.
Prayer Word of life, let my own mouth praise you, let my own heart keep silence
before you--for you have been born in our midst, you who made all things, and
by your great love, we are saved.
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Epiphany Lectionary
Readings
Isaiah 60:1-6

Psalm 72:1-7, 10-14
Ephesians 3:1-12
Matthew 2:1-12
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Epiphany

Matthew 2:1-22
Reflection—v.3, ‘When King Herod heard this, he was frightened’
I wish God’s angels would have been a part of the announcement of Jesus’
birth to Herod. The angels reminded Luke’s shepherds, ‘Don’t be afraid!’ What
a difference there is in these two responses to the news of Jesus’ birth. The
shepherds fled from the fields on the spot and left the Christ child praising
God. Fearful Herod stayed at home behind his safe, palatial walls and became
more and more scared, until he lashed out to calm his anxieties and killed all
the baby Jewish boys. Oh, what terrible things we will do when acting from
a place of fear—like Herod we are liable to lie or to cheat to try and maintain
our place of comfort, ultimately killing the possibilities for life that are before
us. May we be more like Luke’s shepherds or Matthew’s wandering magi—
open to the adventure of the journey, content to lay gifts at the feet of another.
Prayer
Lord of Angels, may we hear of new life and run towards it. Help us not to be
afraid, so that we may not hide or, worse still, strike out against it and others.
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Closing
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I wait
with quickened hope
for crooked paths
to straighten,
with tough-soul’d
anguish,
while blinded
keepers of the keys
shut out
God’s own.
(If such a thing
were possible.)

I wait,
and will not be
dismayed.
For tiny shoot
of Jesse tree
took root in me
to love
transform,
give sight
set free.

Advent
by Sr. Christine Schenk, CSJ
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